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Analysis | materiality matrix
Based on the concept of dual materiality, the two axes and their relevance were considered to identify 
the 10 material themes for Yduqs
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1. High-quality, affordable education

2. Attracting, developing and retaining employees

3. Ethics, integrity and compliance

4. Innovation and technology

5. Data privacy and security

6. Employability and entrepreneurship

7. Diversity, inclusion and equity

8. Transparency and stakeholder engagement

9. Health, well-being and safety

10. Government and regulator relations/advocacy

11. Social development in our communities

12. Energy efficiency

13. Climate change

14. Waste and tailings management

15. Emergency management

16. Supply chain management

17. Biodiversity and ecosystems

18. Water and effluent management

19. Air quality



Analysis | materiality matrix
What to treat as material: strategy and reporting
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approach to strategy - connection to ESG goals

seek leadership in teaching, 
with quality, innovation and 
as a tool for accessing the 

job market

caring for people, valuing
employees, with diversity 

and support for social 
development

ethical and transparent 
governance, with

ensuring data privacy and
advocacy

Quality and innovation

Employee well-being, 
diversity and development

Employee well-being, 
diversity and development

Social development

Ethics and relations with 
priority audiences

Data privacy and security Theme 9 is not material, 
it was partially included 
- welfare issues -to 
theme 2
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approach to strategy - connection to ESG goals

Reach 500,000 quality graduates emerging 
from our teaching institutions

Educate 120,000 students on ESG content at 
our teaching institutions

Increase job opportunities by 10% p.a.

ethical and transparent 
governance, with

ensuring data privacy and
advocacy

Quality and innovation

Employee well-being, 
diversity and development

Employee well-being, 
diversity and development

Social development

Ethics and relations with 
priority audiences

Data privacy and security
Theme 9 is not material, 
it was partially included 
- welfare issues -to 
theme 2

Over 85% of all employees trained in health 
and safety

Over 40% senior management positions held 
by women

Increase the number of Black and Brown 
faculty by 3 p.p.

increase LGBTQIA+ staff by 3 p.p.

Participate in the Bovespa Corporate 
Sustainability Index (ISE)

Embed ESG targets in the variable 
compensation policies for all senior executives 

(BoD and Executive Board)

Have at least 33% women, people of color, and 
LGBTQIA+ representatives on the Board of 

Directors.
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